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excursions in number theory dover books on mathematics - excursions in number theory oxford publ 1966 dover reprint
1988 is a brief pleasure trip across the realm of number theory c stanley ogilvy s and john t anderson s enjoyable text only
requires that readers have familiarity with algebra and have a penchant for puzzles, multiplicative number theory
graduate texts in - work through this book while serre s a course in arithmetic graduate texts in mathematics is slicker it is
nowhere near as enlightening iwaniec s treatise analytic number theory colloquium publications vol 53 colloquium
publications amer mathematical soc is a good reference for professionals but unreadable for someone who has not seen a
lot of the material before, number theory from wolfram mathworld - number theory is a vast and fascinating field of
mathematics sometimes called higher arithmetic consisting of the study of the properties of whole numbers primes and
prime factorization are especially important in number theory as are a number of functions such as the divisor function
riemann zeta function and totient function, books in the mathematical sciences - this site is intended as a resource for
university students in the mathematical sciences books are recommended on the basis of readability and other pedagogical
value topics range from number theory to relativity to how to study calculus, various number theorists homepages
departmental listings - various number theorists home pages departmental listings complete listing a b c d e f g h i j k l m n
o p q r s t u v, platonic solid from wolfram mathworld - the platonic solids also called the regular solids or regular
polyhedra are convex polyhedra with equivalent faces composed of congruent convex regular polygons there are exactly
five such solids steinhaus 1999 pp 252 256 the cube dodecahedron icosahedron octahedron and tetrahedron as was
proved by euclid in the last proposition of the elements
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